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AbstratIn this master's thesis, we study the performane of the Generalized Hyper-boli distribution (GH), when it omes to �tting it to historial data, fromthe �eld of mathematial �nane. We have based our work on master's the-sises, written in the �eld of mathematial �nane in Sweden the last threeyears. Our aim has been to see if we an get better results, when �tting theGH distribution to the data sets featuring in those thesises, instead of theparametri distribution originally used there, for an as great variety of datasets as possible.To arry this out, we had to get hold of the data sets from di�erentmaster's thesises, repeat the work done with the data there, and then �tthe GH distribution to the data. Due to the high number of parameters ofthe GH distribution, we experiened great numerial problems, and had tolimit our study to a fewer number of data sets than �rst intended.We found that the GH distribution outperformed the distributions orig-inally used in the master's thesises seleted, in almost every ase. We alsogot very good results when making use of modi�ed versions of the GH dis-tribution, whih we �tted to supposedly extreme value distributed data.Our main onlusion is that, if you want to ahieve good �tting of para-metri distributions, to data sets from the �eld of mathematial �nane,then it is worthwhile to try to �t a GH distribution. It is also possibleto use modi�ed versions of the GH distribution, that are numerially moretratable, less time onsuming to �t, and that also perform very well.Hopefully, there will be a ontinued interest in the study of GH distri-butions in the future.
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1 IntrodutionThe main task of this master's thesis, is to examine properties of GeneralizedHyperboli distributions (GH).First of all, we have to admit, that the time we had to spend on solvingthe numerial and omputational problems we faed, when estimating theparameters of the GH distribution, made it neessary to study fewer datasetsthan we originally had intended to. Thus our results might be somewhatless onvining than they ould have been.We started out our work by olleting virtually all master's thesises, thathave been written in the �eld of mathematial �nane in Sweden the lastthree years. Many of these thesises laimed, that aording to investigationof historial data, the Normal distribution is not always a good model. ErikBrodin, in his master's thesis [7℄, tried to improve �ttings to two di�erentstok prie data sets, by using various distributional assumptions. He foundthat results were best for the GH distribution. We then deided to investi-gate how well the GH distribution would do in other ases, with other typesof data sets.To arry out our task, we deided to hoose master's thesises orre-sponding to data from di�erent sub�elds within mathematial �nane. Theproess in eah ase, in essene, was to repeat the analyzis of the master'sthesises seleted, and then see if the GH distribution did perform better.The disposition of this master's thesis is as follows: First we state sometheory that have been used. Then we introdue the datasets that we havestudied, and present the results obtained for eah ase. Last we make someonluding remarks. Computer programs that were used for our analysisare given in appendies.
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2 TheoryThere are some fundamentals in this study, that we have used, and that wethink should be stated so, that nothing is unlear about whih de�nitionswe use, and whih information we build our statements on.2.1 Asset PriingAording to the Bahelier-Samuelson model (B-S), the relation between aprie proess S = (St)t�0 and a return proess X = (Xt)t�0, is given bySt = S0 eXt for 0 � t � T; where Xt = �t+ �Bt(see e.g. [5℄). Here B = (Bt)t�0 is a standard Brownian motion, while thedrift oeÆient � 2 R and the volatility � > 0 are parameters.The basi idea of this thesis, is to follow the thoughts of master's thesiseswritten the last years, emanating from the insight that the B-S proess modeldoes not very well desribe the behaviour of many �nanial assets. Thereare two important assumptions that are often questioned. The �rst is thatonsequtive log-returns are Independent and Identially Distributed (IID),and the other that the log-returns are Normal distributed.There are several suggestions about how to deal with the two questionsraised. Following, for example, Erik Brodin [7℄, we an modify the B-Smodel, by replaing the Browninan motion B with a more general L�evyproess L = (Lt)t�0, so that Xt = �t + �tLt. Here the problem, thatlog-returns are not IID is taken are of by allowing the volatility to bea stohasti proess � = (�t)t�0. The problem that log-returns are notNormal distributed, is taken are of by letting L be another L�evy proessesthan the Brownian motion, thus allowing other distributions for inrementsthan the Normal.The main interest for us, in this master's thesis, lies in the seond of theabove mentioned issues. Thus we want to examine whih distributions thatare best to model historial data, from the �eld of mathematial �nane.Possibly, we ould �nd a family of distributions that ould be suessful insome generality in suh appliations.2.2 Extreme Value Theory and RiskAfter having read the di�erent master's thesises, we realized that, even ifthe most attention is paid to the distribution of �nanial assets, there isalso great interest in other �elds of mathematial �nane. One example isthe insurane industry, where the alulation of risk is in fous. This meansthat the mathematial models that feature tend to build on Extreme ValueTheory (EVT) and the Generalized Pareto distribution (GP) (see e.g. [9℄).5



Now the question is: Even if natural, sine supported by EVT, is GPalways the best distributional assumption, in these ontexts? We have madesome studies whih indiate that better results an be ahieved with otherdistributions. One reason for this might be that the onvergene to the limitlaws of EVT is slow.2.3 DistributionsThere are two distributions that feature repeatedly, in the di�erent master'sthesises. They are the Normal distribution, and the GP distribution. To �xnotation, we introdue these two distributions here, together with the GHdistribution, and modi�ations thereof, that will be our main tools. Furtherdistributions will be introdued later, as they are needed.2.3.1 Normal DistributionThe standard Normal distribution (N(0; 1)) has probability density funtionfN(x; 0; 1) = 1p2� e�x2=2 for x 2 R:The Normal distribution (N(�; �2)) has probability density funtionfN(x;�; �2) = 1� fN�x� �� ; 0; 1� for x 2 R;where the parameters � 2 R and �2 > 0 are the expeted value and thevariane, respetively.2.3.2 Generalized Pareto DistributionThe Generalized Pareto distribution (GP) has probability density funtionfGP(x;u; �; �) = 1� �1 + � x� u� ��1=��1 for x > u (1)(see e.g. [9℄). Here u 2 R is a threshold, � � 0 a shape parameter, and� > 0 a sale parameter.The GP distribution funtion is given byFGP(x;u; �; �) = 1� �1 + � x� u� ��1=� for x > u: (2)When � = 0, (1) should be interpreted as the limit of (1) as � # 0. Thisgives the following probability density funtionfGP(x;u; �; 0) = 1� e�(x�u)=� for x > u: (3)Of ourse, this is an exponential distribution, shifted u 2 R to the right,and with variane �2 > 0. 6



2.3.3 Generalized Hyperboli DistributionThe probability density funtion for the Generalized Hyperboli distribution(GH), is given byfGH(x;�; �; �; Æ; �) = (�2 � �2)�=2 (Æ2 + (x� �)2)(�� 12 )=2p2� ���1=2 Æ�K�(Æp�2 � �2)�K��1=2(�pÆ2 + (x� �)2) e�(x��) for x 2 R; (4)where K� is the modi�ed Bessel funtion of the third kind. The permittedvalues of the parameters are as follows:�; �; � 2 R with Æ � 0 and j�j < � if � > 0;Æ > 0 and j�j < � if � = 0;Æ > 0 and j�j � � if � < 0: (5)When � = � = 0 with � < 0, (4) should be interpreted as the limit of(4) as � # 0 with � = 0. The representation (21) of the Bessel funtion K�in Appendix A easily giveslimx#0 K�(x)xj�j = 2j�j�1�(j�j) for � 6= 0; (6)where � is the Gamma funtion. Hene we have the following probabilitydensity funtion:fGH(x;�; 0; 0; Æ; �) = �(1=2� �)p� Æ �(��) �1 + �x� �Æ �2���1=2 for x 2 R (7)(see also [10℄). Of ourse, this is Student's t(�2�) distribution, shifted � 2 Rto the right, and resaled with the fator Æ > 0.The distribution funtion of the t distribution an be obtained fromequation (10) below.Information on various properties of the GH distributionas an be foundin, for example, [10℄ and [17℄. We have listed a few properties, that weappeal to, in Appendix A. 7



2.3.4 Modi�ed Generalized Hyperboli DistributionWe will use aModi�ed Generalized Hyperboli distribution (MGH), the prob-ability density funtion of whih is given by, with obvious notation,fMGH(x;�; �; �; Æ; �; �) = (�2��2)�=2 (Æ2+ jx��j2=�)(�� 12 )=2p2� ���1=2 Æ�K�(Æp�2��2)�K��1=2(�pÆ2+ jx��j2=�) e� sign(x��) jx��j1=��EfjGH(�; �; �; Æ; �)j��1g for x 2 R:(8)The permitted values of the parameters are�>0 and �; �; �2R with Æ>0 and j�j<�orÆ=0 and j�j<� and �>0;orÆ>0 and j�j=� and 2�+�<1: (9)Using (6), we get as in (7),fMGH(x;�; 0; 0; Æ; �; �) = �(12��) (1+ j(x��)=Æj2=�)��1=22 Æ �(1+ 12�) �(12� 12���) for x 2 R: (10)The orresponding distribution funtion is given byFMGH(x;�; 0; 0; Æ; �; �)= 8>>>>><>>>>>:12 � y �(12��) 2F1(12��; 12�; 1+ 12�;�(�x=Æ)2=�)2 Æ �(1+ 12�) �(12��� 12�) for x < 0;12 + y �(12��) 2F1(12��; 12�; 1+ 12�;�(x=Æ)2=�)2 Æ �(1+ 12�) �(12��� 12�) for x > 0; (11)
where 2F1 is the hypergeometri funtion.2.4 DevolatilizationSeveral times, we assume that the basi model for the prie proess St of anasset, is desribed by the following L�evy proess based model (see e.g. [12℄):St = S0 e�t+�tLt for t � 0:Here Lt is the L�evy proess, while �t is a stohasti proess modelling thevolatility of the prie proess. We know that log-returns annot be assume8



IID without questioning. Following [4℄, we an see that the dependenystruture an be aptured by a stohasti volatility.Assuming that �t moves slowly ompared to Lt, we have, for small in-rements,logSt � logSt�1 = �t+ �tLt � � (t� 1)� �t�1Lt�1 � �+ �t�Lt:Here �Lt = Lt � Lt�1 are the IID inrements of the L�evy proess. Thuswe an �t an in�nitely divisible distribution to the devolatilized log-returns�Lt of the prie proess St, by estimating � and �t, and alulate �Lt =(Xt � �)=�t.In this master's thesis, where the aim is to ompare the �t of the GHdistribution to di�erent data sets given by already written thesises, we havefollowed the work proesses done by the di�erent authors. In some ases wehave not devolatilized data at all and in some ases we have had to adoptdi�erent volatility models used in that partiular ase.2.5 Goodness of FitOne important task, when estimating the parameters for an distribution, isto evaluate how good the �t is to the data set. There are many ways todo this, and the hoie depends on what is the main purpose of the �t. Ifmodeling risk, it might be most interesting to get a good �t of the tails. Inother ases, it might be more to the point to measure the �t of the wholedata set.Sine, in the �eld of mathematial �nane, there is often at least somefous on the tails of distributions, for example, in onnetion with evaluationof risk, we have deided to pay speial attention to the �t of tails. Standardgraphial proedures, suh as PP-plots and QQ-plots are good tools to getan idea of the quality of the �t (see e.g. [19℄), but in order to get a toolto ompare di�erent �ts, we want to measure the distane between the ob-served empirial distribution of the data set (see below), and the parametridistribution �tted to it.One well-known statisti is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distane (K-S) (seee.g. [20℄), given by D = maxx2R jFemp(x)� F�t(x)j: (12)Here F�t is the �tted distribution funtion, whileFemp(x) = number of observations � xtotal number of observationsis observed empirial distribution funtion. To alulate the K-S distane,we use the following formula from [1℄:maxx2R jFemp(x)�Fest(x)j = maxi�n �max fj(i�1)=n�F (X(i))j; ji=n�F (X(i))jg�;(13)9



where X(1) � : : : � X(n) is the ordered data set. As an be seen, this is anobjetive absolute measure of the atual maximum distane over the wholedistribution. The problem is that as the values far out in the tails are smallthe use of (12) will not give an indiation of how well the tails �t. Theontribution from the values of (12) in the tails will be so relatively smallthat they are barely notiable ompared to the relatively larger values fromthe parts where the distribution funtion takes larger values.So, if your interest lies rather in the tails than in the middle part theK-S distane are not a very suitable tool.Another measure of the distane, that do not surpress the importaneof the tails, are the Kuiper statisti (K), whih is given by (see [18℄)K = maxx2[0;1℄(F̂U (x)� x) + maxx2[0;1℄(x� F̂U (x)): (14)Here F̂U denotes the empirial distribution funtion of (F̂t(�Xt))t=1;:::;T =(Ut)t=1;:::;T , where F̂ is the estimated distribution funtion. We an get anasymptoti large sample p-value for this test, given by byp = 2 1Xj=1(4j2�2 � 1) e�2j2�2 ;with � = K �pT + 0:155 + 0:24pT �:Yet another distane measure statisti, used by e.g. [17℄, was introduedby Anderson and Darling [2℄ in 1954,. This statisti pays even more attentionto the tails emphasizing values by a heavy weight. The Anderson & Darlingstatisti (A-D) is given byAD = maxx2R jFemp(x)� Fest(x)jpFest(x)(1 � Fest(x)) : (15)Here the values of the tails are blown up by the denominator, whih theA-D statisti useful to measure goodness of �t in the tails.Whih of the above statistis to use, is, of ourse, a matter of whatappliation one has in fous. Therefore, we give the values of all threestatistis for our �ttings. We give the p-value for the K statisti.2.6 Numerial EstimationWe just want to mension a little about how we have estimated the pa-rameters. We have use two well known omputer programs: Matlab andMathematia. Matlab is faster and numerially stronger while Mathemat-ia's analytial properties is of great importane when we want to evaluate10



the funtion expressions and adjust them for di�erent properties. Throughthe whole period we have had great problem to get good estimations andhave had to spend a lot of time on the omputational programming. Whenestimating GH parameters with Maximum Likeklihood methods it is ruialto have good start values, and to ahieve this we have often ombined thedi�erent skills of Mathematia and Matlab. We have put some of the pro-gram ode that we thin it ould be of the readers value in the appendies andhopefully this would help you understand the proedures. When estimatingthe parameters with Maximum Likelihood in Matlab we have mainly usedthe following head program:tmp=importsiemens;opts=optimset('MaxFunEvals',10000,'MaxIter',2000,'TolX',1e-6,'TolFun',1e-6,'Display','iter');%The loglikelihood funtion is supplied in the m-file loglik.%The result of the minimization is put in res-objet.%x0 is a vetor of start values[res.par_ests,res.funval,res.terminated,res.details℄=fminsearh('loglik',x0,opts,v);[res.par_ests,res.funval,res.terminated,res.details℄=fminun('loglik',res.par_ests,opts,v);
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3 Fitting of Empirial Data to Distributions3.1 ABB StoksIn his master's thesis [24℄, Johan Tykesson examines di�erent aspets of L�evyproesses in mathematial �nane. He starts with a disussion of alternativeproesses that ould model the log-returns better than the Brownian motion.Conentrating on the distributional aspets of Johan's work, he produe aomparison of the �t of the Normal and the NIG and Meixner distributions,introdued below, to the log-returns of �nanial data.The Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution (NIG) is the speial ase � =�1=2 of GH (4).The Meixner distribution has the following probability density funtionfMXN(x; a; b; d;m) = (2 os( b2))2d2a� �(2d) eb(x�m)=a ������d+ i(x�m)a �����2 for x 2 R(16)(see [21℄). Here the parameters yield to the restritions a > 0, �� < b < �,d > 0 and m 2 R.One of the data sets examined by Johan is the ABB stok listed dailyfrom September 19, 2000 to September 17, 2002. He found that both theNIG and the Meixner distribution outperformed the Normal distribution.The di�erene between NIG and Meixner was small, with the NIG slightybetter.We obtained ABB data for the period from [28℄, and estimated the pa-rameters for NIG, Meixner, Normal and GH distributions. The result aredisplayed in Table 1.
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Figure 1: ABB data. The stok ratings (left) and the orresponding log-returns (right)In Table 2, we give the K statistis for the �ts, together with theirorresponding p-values. We also give the A-D statistis for the �ts. Clearly,12



� � Æ � �GH 11:50 �1:183 0:03508 �0:001652 �0:9206NIG 17:03 �1:262 0:02883 �0:001564 �1=2Meixner a b d m0:1276 �0:1646 0:2065 �0:001531Normal � �0:003710 0:04158Table 1: Estimated parameters for ABB log-returnsGH, NIG and Meixner all outperfom the Normal. The GH distributionperformed best, but the di�erene to NIG is not that large.A-D K K p-valueGH 0:0655 0:0450 0:818NIG 0:0772 0:0460 0:767Meixner 0:0982 0:0491 0:347Normal 67:6 0:175 0:000Table 2: A-D and K statistis for �tting to devolatilized ABB log-returns.As have been mentioned, NIG is a speial ase of GH (� = �1=2), andtherefore annot perform better than GH. In view of the onsiderable extratime needed to estimate parameters for GH ompared to NIG, the smalldi�erene in the Goodness of Fit ould make one queastion if the extrawork really is worthwile.The Meixner also �ts the data well. But as it is harder to deal with nu-merially than the NIG, due to the imaginary unit i in the Gamma funtionin (16), it does not seem worthwile to use.Notie that one argument to stay with the GH distribution, inludingspeial ases thereof, is that this gives freedom, depending on the atualappliation, to hoose between better �t or less time onsumtion for om-putations, and still stay with a one single omputer program.3.2 LF Group, Insurane CostsAn important �eld of interest is the insurane industry and the importaneof aurate measures of risk. One example is the distribution of the size andthe frequeny of natural disasters whih is examined by Cilla Persson in hermaster's thesis [16℄. Cilla is reating a model for the distribution of osts,emanating from natural disasters, within the LF Insurane Group. To dothis, she develops a model where the size of the disasters is distributed usinga Peaks over Threshold model resulting in a Generalized Pareto distriubtionand the frequeny is estimated by a Poisson proess. In our ase, it would13



be interesting to see if the size of the insurane osts due to natural disasterould be better modeled using the GH distribution. By Cillas kindness, wegot the data she used in her analysis. It is a dataset ontaining all the laimsfor the LF Insurane Group exeeding 500 000 SEK, from 1990-1999.
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Figure 2: LF-data (left) and the �tted GH-distribution to the empirial dis-tribution funtion (right)The data onsisted of 450 laims and these were �rst orreted for in-ation by use of onsumer prie index obtained from [26℄, where all datawas disounted to the value of the last year of data (1999). A problem wasthat the threshold 500 000 sek also had to be orreted for ination and thismeans that, for example, a laim 1999 on 520 000 SEK would av been worthsay 480 000 sek 1990 when orreted for ination and then it would nothave been part of the statistis for that year. This problem was taken areof by disounting the threshold from the earliest year (1990) to the value of1999 giving us a maximum threshold of 652261 SEK and then sorting outall disounted laims exeeding this threshold. This give us a dataset of 348laims that would be omparable.Next problem is now that these data is not independent due to the fatthat several laims originates from the same natural disaster. One of theproblems araising from this lak of independeny is the possibility to useMaximum Likelihood methods to estimate the parametes of the distribu-tion. In her thesis Cilla solved this problem by grouping together the dataemanating from the same disaster. Unfortunately we did not have aess to14



the kind of information making suh a grouping possible why we had to �ndout another way to estimate the parameters. As the goal of the estimationis to �t the assumed distribution as well as possible to the historial data, anatural estimation method would be to minimize the distane between theempirial distribution funtion of the data set and the distribution funtionitself. As our dataset onsists of extremes we are already situated in the tailand a distane measure that pays speial attention to the tails would giveas a measure of the �t of the tail of the tail, and therefore it is natural touse (13).It is then time to start the estimation proedure. To be able to make avalid omparison we �rst have to estimate the parameters for the GeneralizedPareto distribution (2). The advantage of minimizing the distane is thatthe result of the minimization proedure and the goodness of �t measure willbe the same, so we an diretly see how well the estimation is performed.The result of the estimations is given in Table 3Now, the GH distribution is de�ned on the whole real line, so that, withobvious notation, we have to onsider the onditional distributionPfX > xjX > ug = 1� FGH(x)1� FGH(u) for x > u:During the estimation we met two problems. The �rst was due to thesize of the spei� data in the dataset. As we were examinating a reallysmall quantile of the distribution it was hard for the optimization proedurein the omputer software to onverge to reasonable values. This problemwas solved by resaling some of the parameters of the distribution. Theother problem was that we reahed a limit of GH where the parameters arepermitted. Using the limit distribution de�ned in equation 3.10 in[10℄ andresaling it and de�ning it only for x > 0, we end up with a distributionwith probability density funtion given byf(x; Æ; �; �; �; �) = Æ2(�=��1=�) �1=� �(�=�)� �(1 + 1=�) �(�=� � 1=�) �Æ2+ ��x������=� (17)for x > 0. This limit distribution an more or less be seen as a limit ase ofthe original GH distributions, when the original parameters � = � ! 0 (see[10℄), where �; �; � are new parameters introdued to sale the distributionin order to obtain good �ts to the data set. This density funtion has theadvantage that it is possible to integrate analytially, so that we an obtainan analyti expression for the distribution funtion, whih in turn is of greatvalue when minimizing the K-S distane. The distribution funtion is thengiven byPfX > xjX > ug = �(�=�) B(� � ((x� u)=�)�=Æ2; 1=�; 1 � �=�)(�1)1=� �(1=�) �(�=� � 1=�) (18)15



for x > u, where B is the Beta funtion.The minimizing proedure was this time arried out using Mathematia,and the orresponding notebook is displayed in Appendix C. The resultsan be seen in Table 3.modi�ed GH � Æ � � � K-S distane1:489 0:9326 0:4590 0:07329 0:6423 0:0260GP � �0:9871 0:9959 0:03446Table 3: The GP parameter � is saled with the value of the threshold u, sothat the orret value for the minimized distane is � � u.3.3 SiemensThe issue at hand for Mattias Bengtsson and Viktor Olsbo, in their master'sthesis [4℄, is to measure market risk using Value at Risk (VaR). They aredoing this in several di�erent ways, using several volatility models and aouple of underlying distribution assumptions. In their very ambitious workthey �t the models to three di�erent data sets. One of these sets are theSiemens stok pries from Mars 29, 1995 to May 23, 2002. We deided towork with this set and obtained it from [28℄, see Figure 3.When dealing with VaR the �t in the lower part of the data set is themost important, and Mattias oh Viktor examines four di�erent distributionassumptions: the lassi Normal distribution, extreme value theory withthe General Pareto distribution (GP), the Hyperboli distribution (HYP)(sublass of GH with � = 1), and the Pearson VII distribution. Whenonsidering the lower tail, they found that both HYP, GP and Pearson �tsthe data very well. Our aim is now to produe a �t of GH to the data andsee how well it performs.The Pearson VII distribution may need a further explanation. Thisdistribution is one-sided, with probability density funtion given byfPearson(x;m; ) = 2�(m)�(m� 12)p� �1 + �x �2��m for x > 0:Here m > 1=2 is a shape parameter and  > 0 a sale parameter. Note thatthis density funtion is that of a one-sided t distribution, with � = 2m� 1degrees of freedom, and saled with a fator .Before estimating the parameters for GH, we have to devolatize the log-returns to make them IID. Mattias and Viktor use four di�erent volatility16
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Figure 3: Siemens stok data. The stok ratings (left) and the orrespondinglog-returns (right)models, and found that the nonparametri Nadarya-Watson (see e.g. [23℄,[15℄ and [25℄) model performed best. The volatility is then estimated by�̂2t = Pt�1i=t�nKh(i� t)Y 2iPt�1i=t�nKh(i� t) ; (19)where Yt = Xt � �̂, �̂ = 1t Ptj=1Xj and Kh is a saled normal kernelKh(x) = 1he�x2=h. Apparently, the volatility estimation is based on the lastn values for every log-return Xt, and next task is to �nd how many (inour ase with daily losing pries) days this would be, as well as to �ndan apropriate value on the parameter h, to ahieve the best devolatilizationpossible. To do this we used a pseudo-sienti� method, where the Ljung-Box statisti were heked for whih values of h and n the log-returns areleast orrelated (see [14℄). Using this statisti as desribed in Appendix B,we found that for n = 14 and h = 50 the dataset (Xt)nt=15 is devolatilizedin a way that makes the dependeny struture of the log-returns suÆientlylow.In order to perform the omparison the next step is to �t the probabilitydistributions mentioned above to the devolatilized dataset. After that, weanalyze the goodness of �t using both the K and A-D statistis. As havebeen mentioned, the �t of the lower taile of the data that is most interestingwhen dealing with VaR, so the Goodness of Fit of the lower tails have alsobeen analyzed.The parameter estimations kan be seen in Table 4, and the test statistisin Table 5.As the p-values here are high for all distributions, the omparison doesnot really give any di�erentiating results. In addition, we have not beenonsequent in our work. GH, HYP and Normal are �tted to the wholedataset. Pearson is �tted to the half set and GP for all values above the17



� � Æ � �GH 0:06432 �0:06432 2:442 0:08736 �3:397HYP 1:603 �0:06983 0:9875 0:09436 1Pearson m 3:214 2:118GP � � u8 � 10�14 0:7548 1:400Normal � �0:006320 1:160Table 4: Estimated parameters for Siemens log-returnsD-A Kuiper p-valueGH 0:0939 0:0105 0:999HYP 0:160 0:0091 0:999Pearson 0:0534 0:0254 0:992GP 0:0420 0:0131 0:999Normal 0:740 0:0244 0:807Table 5: A-D and Kuiper test statistis for lower tails of Siemens log-returns.threshold 1:4 and as we see in Table 5 the results are a little strange. Wewant to re�ne this work and as HYP is a speial ase of GH and Normal isoutperformed by the others (aording to the work of Mattias Bengtsson andViktor Olsbo), we onentrate on an (as far as possible) unbiased omparisonbetween, GH, Pearson and GP. To do this right, we �rst have to alulatea onditional distribution that dependend on the threshold. As we alreadyhave done this in the preeeding ase with the LF Insurane Group we usethe expression (18) for the onditional GH distribution, and we also use aonditional Pearson distribution, where we move the distribution, so that itlive on the interval (1:4;1).As our primary goal is to minimize the K-S distane to the empirialdistribution, we estimate the parameters by minimizing (13). We also usethe possibility to produe the �t for both the lower tail and the higer tailto get stronger results. The result is presented in Table 6, and from this wean see that the modi�ed onditional GH distribution outperforms both theGP and the onditional Pearson.From the table we an also see that the parameter � takes a very smallvalue for both positive and negative tails. What does this mean? The GPdistribution funtion is given byF (xjx > u) = 1� �1 + � x� u� ��1=� for x > u;18



GH � � � Æ � distanepositive �1:562 0:4004 0:9275 0:6091 1:700 0:04006negative �0:6048 0:3427 1:263 0:2066 1:998 0:03094Pearson m �positive 1:508 0:6724 0:04668negative 3:553 1:789 0:04942GP � �positive 13 � 10�8 0:4070 0:04599negative 13 � 10�8 0:5399 0:07240Table 6: Estimation parameters and minimal distane for the positive andthe negative tail of the Siemens stok log-returns.and thus have polynomial tails. We know thatlimn!0 (1 + n)1=n = e;and as � # 0, this indiates that the tails should derease exponentially,whih is the arateristi of GH.From this we onlude that GH with its great exibility ould be adjustedto be used even in this kind of onditional distribution with great suess.Thus, hitherto we have seen that GH is a better hoie when it omes tostudies both of the whole distribution and when speial attention is given tothe tails. The Mathematia programs solving this problem an be seen inAppendix D. When hoosing distribution assumption it is always a questionof time against preision and it should be lear that though it seem simple,we have worked a long time and tried a lot of di�erene methods to estimatethe parameters of GH, with more or less suess before this terminal adjustedGH distribution was developed and suessfully determinated.3.4 The Spread SHB-SEBIn her master's thesis [29℄, Katarina �Aselius has developed a time seriesmodel for the spread SHB-SEB, where she uses the t distribution as theunderlying distribution assumption. She motivates why she studies a spreadand why she hooses these two stoks, but we are satis�ed with the fat thatspreads are widely used in �nanial business and, as a onsequense of that,are of great interest.A spread is the relative value of two stoks making the atual spreadalulated as SHB/SEB. By the very kindness of Katarina �Aselius, we oulduse her dataset plus extra data until april this year, giving us a datasetstarting 1993-10-27 onsisting of 2726 trading days. Following the work ofKatarina the dataset was �rst adjusted to ahieve stationarity. This was19
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Figure 4: The spread SHB-SEB (left), and the same spread adjusted for thelinear trend (right).done removing a linear trend y = 1:12033 + 0:0003034x, and this adjusteddataset an be seen in Figure 4The time series model that Katarina developed is a so alled ARARCHproess (see [6℄), where the volatility is athed in the ARCH part, andthe distribution assumption is a modi�ed t distribution, saled to have unitvariane: Xt = �Xt�1 + Zt; where Zt =phtvt; (20)and vt � modi�ed t(�) and ht = � + �Z2t�1:To estimate the parameters of this model from our dataset we use Max-imum Likelihood method, and to use it properly we have to alulate thelikelihood funtion for the devolatilized data. The only problem with this isthat as we assume that the data are not Normal distributed we have to relo-ate and resale the distribution so that the expetation beomes zero andthe variane one. The density for the ARARCH(1; 1)-devolatilized modi�edt distributed data is then in our ase (for a de�nition of the t distributionsee e.g. [20℄)f(xt) = �((� + 1)=2)p� (� � 2)ht �(�=2) �1 + (xt � �xt�1)2ht(� � 2) ��(�+1)=2:The estimation of the parameters for this ase, as well as for the Normaldistribution, were arried out in Mathematia, and the program an befound in Appendix E. Now, of ourse we want to examine how well the GHdistribution will perform in omparison to the t distribution, but this wasnot easily done. There were a lot of initial probabilities that we hade tooverome. The �rst problem was due to the fat that ARARCH(1; 1) modelwith GH-distribution assumed result in 3+5 paramaters to estimate andthis in addition to the relatively large dataset (2726 data) made it nearly20



impossible for us to get onvergene. Looking at a few data at the timewe got preliminary data that indiated that we were dealing with the samelimiting ase as for the LF insurane data desribed above. Therefore wedeided to use the distribution given by (17), and sale it to get expetationzero and variane one. Then we sueeded to estimate the parameters usingMaximum Likelihood estimation in Mathematia. These alulations an befound in Appendix F. The parameter estimation for this dataset is presentedin Table 7, where the series model parameters [see (20)℄ are presented nextto the Maximum Likelihood sore, featuring as a measure on the Goodnessof Fit. � � � ML-soreN(0; 1) 0:2444 0:9867 0:0006646 5812modi�ed t 0:3546 0:9878 0:0006461 5940MGH 0:3412 0:9920 0:0006068 5948Table 7: Estimated ARARCH series parameters for the di�erent distribu-tion.As we an see, the performane of the modi�ed GH distribution is betterthan both Normal and the t distribution whih we expeted as the two laterare possible to derive as limiting ases from GH. Notie that aording totheir Maximum Likelihood values, the di�erene between the t distributionand GH are not that large. This ould be due to the fat that the modi�edGH in this ase will take the numerial form in the nearness of the t distri-bution. In this ase it probably would not be worth using the GH instead ofthe t distribution as it is muh harder to estimate, with its many parameters.However, this is just one ase and GH would possibly perform evidently bet-ter in other orresponding ases, whih may have a moore triky struturewhih would be aptured better by the exiblitiy of GH. The distributionparameters of the Maximum Likelihood estimation an be found, for thet(�) distribution in Appendix E, and for GH in Appendix F.3.5 Portfolio AnalysisTo study the development in time of a portfolio of stoks is of more pratialinterest than trying to model the series of one singel stok. Anna Widerbergstudied a portfolio of swedish stoks in her master's thesis, see [27℄, where heraim was to alulate VaR. It is natural to derease the risk of an investementby use of a portfolio instead of singel stoks. She analyze the data usingExtreme Value Theory, and then �tted the a GP distribution [see (2) for ade�nition℄ to the log-returns.The portfolio that Anna study, and that we by her kindness ould usein our study, onsists of 15 swedish stoks, see Table 8, January 29, 2001 to21
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Figure 5: The portfolio time series (left) and the orresponding log-returns(right). Assa Abloy Atlas Copo EletroluxErisson Gunnebo KinnevikLindex Nobel Bioare NokiaSandvik SEB C SHB BSKF SSAB VolvoTable 8: The 15 stoks in the portfolio analyzed by Anna Widerberg.January 27, 2003. The stoks in the portfolio were initially equally weighted,i.e. eah stok orresponded to a 1=15 of the total value of the portfolio, butdue to a onstraint that no stok alone should onsitute more than 10% ofthe total value hanged the portfolio values a little along the way. How thisorretion was done an be seen in Appendix G.Our aim in this ase is to repeat the work of Anna and estimate theparameters for the Generalized Pareto distribution and then try to �t GHto the data and see if we ould get some improved results. Starting out withthe estimation of the parameters for the GP we have to deide on a value forthe threshold and we do this by studying the mean exess funtion and tryto �nd the point where this funtion turns linear. The mean exess funtionan be seen in Appendix G, and after studying the graph we deided ona threshold of the value 0:2. As we are interested to ahieve a �t that isas good as possible, the natural method to estimate the parameters wouldto minimize the K-S distane between the empirial distribution and theestimated distribution, using (13).To estimate the parameters for GH, we use the same method and as forGP, and the Mathematia program ode for this an be seen in AppendixH. The result of the estimation proedure an be seen in Table 9. Notiethat the GH distribution failed to perform better than the GP distribution.This is peuliar, as GP is a limiting ase of GH. As this was our last asestudy and as we were running out of time we didn't have the possibility toanalyze this suprising result more deeply.22



GH � � � Æ � distane�4:195 2:700 �0:8574 0:01870 �0:05450 0:0460GP � �0:1241 0:009300 0:0459Table 9: The estimated parameters and the minimal K-S distane for theportfolio data.In this ase there is aparantly no point trying to �t the GH distributioninstead of the GP, as the alulations are muh more time onsuming andthe results are worse, but as we said this is no onluding remark. The resultis indeed strange and several more studies of di�erent portfolios would beneessary to get a more general onlusion. It would also be of use to �t somelimiting ases of GH to see why we got this result, but maybe eventhoughwe will get a better �t for GH than for the GP, the di�erene may be sosmall that it is not worth the e�ort. We now leave this to be investigatedby the interested reader.
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4 ConlusionAs we have seen, the GH distribution seem to outperform other parametrimodels, when it omes to �tting to historial data sets, from the �eld ofmathematial �nane. It would then, for example, be of great interest, touse the GH distribution in a modi�ed Bahelier-Samuelson model.The main problem that we have met, with the GH distribution, is thatit is triky to use, as its many parameters make it numerially demanding.On the other hand, we have shown that, in some ases, it is possible to usesimpli�ed versions of the GH distribution, to get better numerial properties.If one wants to use the GH distribution in a ertain �eld, it ould beadvantageous to develop a ase-spei� variant of it. In fat, possibly, oneould develop a library of various modi�ations of the GH distribution, like,for example, the MGH distribution we used for appliations to extreme valuetheory.Of ourse, in numerial appliations, one often faes a trade-o� betweentime and preision. Our experiene is, that if it is important with highpreision, then it ould be very fruitful to onsider the GH or MGH distri-bution. On the other hand, if the fous primarily lies on time, and a quik�t is needed, then GH and MGH might be too slow. However, speial asesof GH, like, for example, the NIG distribution, might be onsidered. Inaddition, one might onsider using ase-spei� simpli�ations of GH andMGH.We have to admit, that numerial and omputational problems whenestimating the parameters took a lot of the our time available, so that thenumber of datasets that we ould study had to be redued to about half thenumber originally intended. Beause of this, our results might be somewhatless onvining than they ould have been. Nevertheless, our experienefrom the worh with this master's thesis, is that the GH distribution is veryversatile and useful, and that it should be worthwile to onsider the use ofit in various �elds of appliation.
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A Properties of the GH DistributionOle-Einar Barndor�-Nielsen [3℄ introdued the GH distribution in the seven-ties, to model wind blowned sand. In 1995, Eberlein and Keller [11℄ proposedGH as a possible distribution for log-inrements of asset prie proesses.The main advantage with the GH distribution, is that the many param-eters makes it very exible and suitable in many di�erent ontexts. The GHdistribution, as used and modi�ed by us, ontains many important distribu-tions as speial ases. Examples of suh distributions are the Normal, GP,t, NIG and Hyperboli distribution (HYP).From the literature and our own experiene within, the �eld of mathe-matial �nane, it seems lear that it an be very useful to make di�erentreparametrizations of the GH distribution, to gain numerial and omputa-tional bene�ts. These bene�ts an be of importane, as the GH distributionan be a little hard to deal with, as given in (4). This in turn is in part dueto the Bessel funtion that features in (4), and that the order of that fun-tion is one of the parameters to estimate. Another reason is the exponentialbehaviour of the tails of the GH distribution, whih auses problems whendealing with data that do not display suh exponential deay.There are several examples of reent studies of the GH distribution withfous on appliations in mathematial �nane. Argubly, Ernst Eberleinand Karsten Prause have ontributed the most to this �eld. In partiular,Prauses Ph.D. thesis [17℄ is an important soure for information about theGH distribution. See also e.g. [10℄.The GH distribution is in�nitely divisible (see e.g. [17℄), so that it anserve as marginal distribution of a L�evy proess.The GH probability density funtion is given by (4). We omplete thisformula by giving a representation of the modi�ed Bessel funtion of thethird kind: K�(x) = 12 Z 10 y��1e�x(y+1=y)=2dy for x > 0: (21)It is mainly the properties of this Bessel funtion that a�et the tratabilityof the GH distribution, and hosing � = 1 or � = �1=2 make alulationsespeially favourable. This is the main reason that these speial ases aresorted out, among the various possible hoies of �.Setting � = �1=2 in (4), we get the Normal Inverse Gaussian distribu-tion (NIG), with probability density funtionfNIG(x;�; �; Æ; �) = �Æ� eÆp�2��2+�(x��) K1(�pÆ2+(x��)2)pÆ2+(x��)2 for x 2 R:The restritions on the parameters are the same as for GH (9).27



Another important speial ase of the GH distribution is � = 1, whihgives the Hyperboli distribution (HYP), with probability density funtionfHYP(x;�; �; Æ; �) = 12Æ� e�(x��)��pÆ2+(x��)2 p�2��2K1(Æp�2��2) for x 2 R:Often parameter estimations are done by the Maximum Likelihoodmethod.In priniple, this is not ompliated, but due to the many parameters, GHmight be very at in some dimensions. Then it an be favourable to alu-late the derivatives of the log-likelihood funtion. We used this possibilityoasionally, to �nd starting values for optimization. See e.g. [17℄ on losedformulas for these derivatives.To failitate parameter estimation, one might want to solve the equationfor some parameters. This ould be done using the method of moments.For example, by means of estimating the expeted value with the samplemean, the parameter � ould be solved from the following expression for theexpeted value of GH:EfGH(�; �; �; Æ; �)g = �+ Æ �p�2 � �2 K�+1(Æp�2 � �2)K�(Æp�2 � �2) :Here, in addition to (9), it is required that � < �1 if j�j = � [see (6)℄.Similarly, one might estimate the variane with the sample variane, andmake use of the following expression for the variane of GH:VarfGH(�; �; �; Æ; �)g = Æ K�+1(Æp�2��2)p�2��2K�(Æp�2��2)+ Æ2�2�2��2�K�+2(Æp�2��2)K�(Æp�2��2) ��K�+1(Æp�2��2)K�(Æp�2��2) �2 �:Here, in addition to (9), it is required that � < �2 if j�j = � [see (6)℄.Expression for the moment generating and harateristi funtions of theGH distribution, to ompute more moments, an be found in e.g. [17℄.As stated before, the analytial handling of the GH distribution anbe hard, due to the omplexity of the density funtions. Therefore it isimportant to hek the literature onerning. However, we have disovered,that in some ases, there are some typing errors in that literature, so wegive tha advie to, whenever possible, double hek all formulas with a fewindependent soures. This, on the other hand, is not always easy to �nd.
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B The Ljung-Box StatistiTo deide the parameters of the Nadaraya-Watson devolatilization strutureaording to devolatilize log-returns for the Siemens stok we used the Ljung-Box statistis, desribed in [14℄. From (19), we have that the parameters toestimate are the width of the window n and the parameter to the normalkernel h.The test of Ljung and Box is ommonly used to test the quality of �t ofa time seried model. The idea is that for di�erent values on n and h use theLjung-Box statisti to hek if the model is orret, i.e. that the data areunorrelated. Ljung and Box ([13℄) argue thatQ(k) = T (T + 2) kXi=1(T � i)�1r2ishould be �2k distributed, if the model is orret. This means that, if no sig-nifant autoorrelation is found from the residuals, then the model pass thetest. As in our ase, we want independene and therefore no autoorrelationthis test would work. The sample autoorrelation funtion rk is desribedby rk = PTt=k+1(xt � �x)(xt�k � �x)Ts2 for k = 1; 2; : : : ;where (xt)Tt=1 are our devolatized log-returns, �x =PTt=1 xt the sample meanand s2 = 1T PTt=1(xt � �x)2 the sample variane.One problem that ours when doing the alulation, is how many lagsk that should be used. A rule of thumb, is that 0 << k << T � usuallyk � T5 ), whih in our ase with T = 1700 means k = 340. On the otherhand, aording to Patrik Burns ([8℄), the number of lags should be nomore than 5% of the length of the series, whih would give us k � 85.We handled this problem by alulating the Ljung-Box statisti for k =1 : : : 100, and then studied whih k that produed the lowest p-value Pf�2k >Q(k)jmodel is orretg, giving the k orresponding to the highest orrelationfor the spei� n and h beeing tested.In our ase, the test were then arried out in Matlab using a doublefor-loop looping partwise over h = 1 : : : 100 and n = 1 : : : 100. For everyhoie of h and n the whole dataset is devolatilized using equation (19).A loop for k = 1 : : : 100 is then onstruted and the Ljung-Box statistip-value is alulated for every k. The smallest p-value (orresponding tothe highest orrelation as stated before) is then plaed on loation (h; n)in a 100-dimensional square matrix. The only thing left was now to �ndthe maximum p-value in the matrix orresponding to the n and h givingthe least amount of autoorrelation. Doing this four our dataset of log-returns of the Siemens stok desribed in Setion 3.3, we found that the least29



autoorrelation was found four n = 14 and that the p-values orrespondingto inreasing h onverges for h > 40. As h is a parameter that does nota�et the number of alulation we hoosed h = 50 as te be sure of theonvergene behaviour.The Matlab ode for this is delivered here:funtion q=ljungboxs=importsiemens;lear q;for h = 1:100for n = 1:100devolx=0;%The devolatilization is arried out for every hoie of%h and n, using the funtion volest. The vetor devolx%will now ontain the devolatized values for this h,n.for i = (n+1):length(s)devolx(i)=(s(i)-mean(s))/sqrt(volest(i,h,n));endldx=length(devolx);pmin=1;for k = 1:100ria=0;for j = 1:kria = ria+(saf(j,devolx))^2/(ldx-j);endqk=ldx*(ldx-2)*ria;if (1-hi2df(qk,k))<pminpmin=(1-hi2df(qk,k));end%The p-value for the Ljung-Box statisti is alulated%for eah k. The smallest p is element (h,n) in matrix q.endq(h,n)=pmin;endend
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C LF Parameter Estimation
utbetalningar = Import@"nylansforsakring.dat"D;
index = Import@"nykpi.dat"D; $RecursionLimit = $IterationLimit = 20000;
nyindex = Table@Table@1�Hindex@@i, j + 1DD�index@@1, 13DDL, 8j, 1, 12<D, 8i, 1, 10<D;
cutoff = Max@nyindexD*500000; nyutbetalningar = Table@utbetalningar@@iDD@@5DD*

nyindex@@10 - Hutbetalningar@@iDD@@2DD - 1990LDD@@Hutbetalningar@@iDD@@3DDLDD,8i, 1, 450<D; For@nynyutbetalningar = 8<; i = 1, i £ 450, i++,
If@nyutbetalningar@@iDD ³ cutoff, AppendTo@nynyutbetalningar, nyutbetalningar@@iDDDDD;
data = Sort@nynyutbetalningarD;
logdata = Log@dataD - Table@Log@cutoffD, 8k, 1, Length@dataD<D; lt = Length@dataD
348

%% The raw data is collected from the file "nylansforsakring.dat" and is corrected
for inflasion. The vector "data" now contains all the data we want to use.

Clear@FempD; Femp@data_, x_D := Sum@If@data@@iDD £ x, 1, 0D, 8i, 1, lt<D�lt;
Clear@ftest2D; ftest2@x_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=

Hdelta^2 + ksi*Hx�sigmaL^HbetaLL^H-lambda�ksiL �
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%% Femp is the empirical distributionfunction
and ftest2 the density of our adjusted GH - distribution.

Clear@Ftest1D; Ftest1@y_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=
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Clear@Ftest2D; Ftest2@y_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=

Ftest1@y - cutoff, delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigma*cutoffD;

%% ftest2 is the density function and Ftest2
is the distribution function used in the estimation

Clear@FparetoD;
Fpareto@x_, ksi_, sigma_D := 1 - H1 + ksi*Hx - cutoffL�Hcutoff*sigmaLL^H-1�ksiL;

%% The patero distribution function
Clear@maxtestdistanceD; maxtestdistance@delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=

Max@Table@Max@Abs@Ftest2@data@@iDD, delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigmaD - i�ltD,
Abs@Ftest2@data@@iDD, delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigmaD - Hi - 1L�ltDD, 8i, 1, lt<DD

8delta0, beta0, ksi0, lambda0, sigma0< =8delta0, beta0, ksi0, lambda0, sigma0< �. 8beta0 ® 0.45909862847752564‘,
delta0 ® 0.9325795620072715‘, ksi0 ® 0.07325907557972827‘,
lambda0 ® 1.4885845339431245‘, sigma0 ® 0.6423128953369146‘<;

Clear@delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigmaD; FindMinimum@
maxtestdistance@delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigmaD,88lambda, lambda0<, 8beta, beta0<, 8delta, delta0<, 8ksi, ksi0<, 8sigma, sigma0<<D
80.0260494,
8lambda ® 1.48857, beta ® 0.459042, delta ® 0.932614, ksi ® 0.0732931, sigma ® 0.642325<<

%% maxtestdistance is the kolmogorovdistance formula. And this is the corrected GH -

distribution formula.

Clear@maxpardistanceD;
maxpardistance@ksi_, sigma_D := Max@Table@Max@Abs@Fpareto@data@@iDD, ksi, sigmaD - i�ltD,

Abs@Fpareto@data@@iDD, ksi, sigmaD - Hi - 1L�ltDD, 8i, 1, lt<DD
Clear@ksi, sigmaD;
NMinimize@8maxpardistance@ksi, sigmaD, ksi > 0, sigma > 0<, 8ksi, sigma<D
80.034456, 8ksi ® 0.987084, sigma ® 0.995859<<

%% Here is the minimization of the distance
when the distribution function assumpotion is the GPD31



D Siemens Parameter Estimation
$RecursionLimit = $IterationLimit = Infinity; indata = Import@"devolsiemens.txt", "List"D;
cutoff = 1.4; indata = -indata; lt = Length@indataD; For@negdata = 8<; i = 1,
i <= lt, i++, If@indata@@iDD >= cutoff, AppendTo@negdata, indata@@iDDDDD;
negdata = Sort@negdataD; nynegdata = negdata; PrependTo@nynegdata, cutoffD;
neglt = Length@negdataD; Clear@ghD; gh@x_, lambda_, alfa_, beta_, delta_, sigma_D :=

If@beta == 1, 1, beta*HHx - cutoffL�sigmaL^Hbeta - 1LD*
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I�!!!!!!!!!2 Π BesselK@lambda, alfa*deltaD*sigmaM; Unset@maxnegdist@lambda_?NumberQ,
alfa_?NumberQ, beta_?NumberQ, delta_?NumberQ, sigma_?NumberQDD; Clear@maxnegdistD;

maxnegdist@lambda_?NumberQ, alfa_?NumberQ, beta_?NumberQ,
delta_?NumberQ, sigma_?NumberQD :=8coeff = NIntegrate@gh@x, lambda, alfa, beta, delta, sigmaD, 8x, cutoff, 100*cutoff<D,
For@vector = 8<; int = 0; i = 1, i <= neglt, i++,
int = int + NIntegrate@gh@x, lambda, alfa, beta, delta, sigmaD,8x, nynegdata@@iDD, nynegdata@@i + 1DD<D�coeff; AppendTo@vector, intDD,
nymax = Max@8Max@Abs@vector - Table@Hi - 1L�neglt, 8i, 1, neglt<DDD,

Max@Abs@vector - Table@i�neglt, 8i, 1, neglt<DDD<D, nymax<@@4DD;
Unset@cutgh@x_?NumberQ, lambda_?NumberQ, alfa_?NumberQ, beta_?NumberQ,
delta_?NumberQ, sigma_?NumberQDD; Clear@cutghD;

cutgh@x_?NumberQ, lambda_?NumberQ, alfa_?NumberQ,
beta_?NumberQ, delta_?NumberQ, sigma_?NumberQD :=

gh@x, lambda, alfa, beta, delta, sigmaD�NIntegrate@
gh@y, lambda, alfa, beta, delta, sigmaD, 8y, cutoff, 100*cutoff<D; NMaximize@8Sum@Re@Log@cutgh@negdata@@iDD, -0.4, alfa, beta, delta, sigmaDDD, 8i, 1, neglt<D,
sigma > 0.1, delta > 0.1, alfa > 0.0001, beta > 0.1<, 8alfa, beta, delta, sigma<D

8-98.6632, 8alfa ® 0.71937, beta ® 1.30047, delta ® 0.115683, sigma ® 2.47353<<

maxnegdist@-0.4, alfa, beta, delta, sigmaD �. %@@2DD
0.0369418
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E Spread SHB-SEB, t and Normal Distribution
data = Import@"spread.txt", "List"D; $RecursionLimit = $IterationLimit = 20000;
<< Statistics‘DescriptiveStatistics‘; lt = Length@dataD
2726

Clear@fnD; fn@x_D := H1�Sqrt@2*PiDL*Exp@-x^2�2D;
Clear@logAAnD;
logAAn@alfa_, ksi_, phi_, length_D :=

Sum@Log@fn@Hdata@@iDD - phi*data@@i - 1DDL�Sqrt@
ksi + alfa*Hdata@@i - 1DD - phi*data@@i - 2DDL^2DD�

Sqrt@ksi + alfa*Hdata@@i - 1DD - phi*data@@i - 2DDL^2DD, 8i, 3, length<D;
NMaximize@8logAAn@alfa, ksi�10000, phi, 500D,
0.20 £ alfa £ 0.45, 0.95 £ phi < 1, 1 £ ksi £ 15<, 8alfa, phi, ksi<D

81288.81, 8alfa ® 0.200543, ksi ® 2.78693, phi ® 0.98093<<

8alfa0, phi0, ksi0< = 8alfa, phi, ksi< �. 8alfa ® Log@0.20054336646099336‘D,
ksi ® Log@2.7869266807340853‘D, phi ® Log@0.9809299529400217‘D<;

Clear@alfa, phi, ksiD; FindMaximum@logAAn@Exp@alfaD, Exp@ksiD�10000, Exp@phiD, ltD,88alfa, alfa0<, 8phi, phi0<, 8ksi, ksi0<<D
85812.07, 8alfa ® -1.40888, phi ® -0.0134107, ksi ® 1.89396<<

8alfa0, phi0, ksi0< =8alfa, phi, ksi< �. 8alfa ® -1.4088824161023035‘, phi ® -0.013410658141120203‘,
ksi ® 1.8939649855526997‘<; 8Exp@alfa0D, Exp@phi0D, Exp@ksi0D�10000<

80.244416, 0.986679, 0.000664567<

Clear@ftD;
ft@ny_, x_D := HGamma@Hny + 1L�2D�HSqrt@Pi*Hny - 2LD*Gamma@ny�2DLL*H1 + Hx�Sqrt@ny - 2DL^2L^H-Hny + 1L�2L;
Clear@logAAtD;
logAAt@ny_, alfa_, ksi_, phi_, length_D :=

Sum@Log@ft@ny, Hdata@@iDD - phi*data@@i - 1DDL�
Sqrt@ksi + alfa*Hdata@@i - 1DD - phi*data@@i - 2DDL^2DD�

Sqrt@ksi + alfa*Hdata@@i - 1DD - phi*data@@i - 2DDL^2DD, 8i, 3, length<D
8alfa0, phi0, ksi0< = 8alfa, phi, ksi< �. 8alfa ® -1.4088824161023035‘,

phi ® -0.013410658141120203‘, ksi ® 1.8939649855526997‘<; Clear@alfa, phi, ksiD;
FindMaximum@logAAt@Exp@nyD + 2, Exp@alfaD, Exp@ksiD�10000, Exp@phiD, 500D,88ny, Log@2D<, 8alfa, alfa0<, 8phi, phi0<, 8ksi, ksi0<<D
81311.49, 8ny ® 0.769964, alfa ® -1.6127, phi ® -0.0158108, ksi ® 1.09285<<

8ny0, alfa0, phi0, ksi0< = 8ny, alfa, phi, ksi< �. %@@2DD; Clear@ny, alfa, phi, ksiD;
FindMaximum@logAAt@Exp@nyD + 2, Exp@alfaD, Exp@ksiD�10000, Exp@phiD, ltD,88ny, ny0<, 8alfa, alfa0<, 8phi, phi0<, 8ksi, ksi0<<D
85940.4, 8ny ® 0.833104, alfa ® -1.03665, phi ® -0.0123298, ksi ® 1.86586<<

8ny0, alfa0, phi0, ksi0< = 8ny, alfa, phi, ksi< �. %%%@@2DD;8Exp@ny0D + 2, Exp@alfa0D, Exp@phi0D, Exp@ksi0D�10000<
84.30045, 0.35464, 0.987746, 0.000646149<
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F Spread SHB-SEB, GH Distribution
data = Import@"spread.txt", "List"D; $RecursionLimit = $IterationLimit = 20000;
<< Statistics‘DescriptiveStatistics‘; lt = Length@dataD
2726

Clear@ftest2D; ftest2@x_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=

Hdelta^2 + ksi*Hx�sigmaL^HbetaLL^H-lambda�ksiL �
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Clear@ftest3D; ftest3@x_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=
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2*Integrate@ftest3@x, delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigmaD, 8x, 0, Infinity<, Assumptions ®

beta > 0 && lambda > 0 && ksi > 0 && sigma > 0 && delta > 0 && beta*lambda�ksi > 3D
1

2*Integrate@x^2*ftest3@x, delta, beta, ksi, lambda, sigmaD,8x, 0, Infinity<, Assumptions ®

beta > 0 && lambda > 0 && ksi > 0 && sigma > 0 && delta > 0 && beta*lambda�ksi > 3D
1

Clear@ftest4D; ftest4@x_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=

ftest3@x, delta, beta + 3*ksi�lambda, ksi, lambda, sigmaD
Clear@logAAghD;
logAAgh@deltagh_, betagh_, ksigh_, lambdagh_, sigmagh_, alfa_, ksi_, phi_, length_D :=

Sum@Log@ftest4@Abs@data@@iDD - phi*data@@i - 1DDD�
Sqrt@ksi + alfa*Hdata@@i - 1DD - phi*data@@i - 2DDL^2D,
deltagh, betagh, ksigh, lambdagh, sigmaghD�
Sqrt@ksi + alfa*Hdata@@i - 1DD - phi*data@@i - 2DDL^2DD, 8i, 3, length<D

8deltagh0, betagh0, ksigh0, lambdagh0, sigmagh0< =8deltagh, betagh, ksigh, lambdagh, sigmagh< �.8betagh ® 0.1684942151126499‘, lambdagh ® 5.12485596082017‘,
ksigh ® -6.26095243398954‘, sigmagh ® -0.7984954912205737‘,
deltagh ® -4.882041347310315‘, alfa ® -1.1444491538363653‘,
ksi ® 1.4441481133893268‘, phi ® -0.013365442273153911‘<;

FindMaximum@logAAgh@Exp@deltaghD, Exp@betaghD, Exp@ksighD, Exp@lambdaghD,
Exp@sigmaghD, Exp@alfaD, Exp@ksiD�10000, Exp@phiD, ltD,88betagh, betagh0<, 8lambdagh, lambdagh0<, 8ksigh, ksigh0<, 8sigmagh, sigmagh0<,8deltagh, deltagh0<, 8alfa, alfa0<, 8ksi, ksi0<, 8phi, phi0<<D

85948.1, 8betagh ® 0.166061, lambdagh ® 5.12142, ksigh ® -6.26538, sigmagh ® -0.798495,
deltagh ® -4.8818, alfa ® -1.07543, ksi ® 1.80304, phi ® -0.00807647<<

8deltagh0, betagh0, ksigh0, lambdagh0, sigmagh0, alfa0, ksi0, phi0< =8deltagh, betagh, ksigh, lambdagh, sigmagh, alfa, ksi, phi< �. %%%@@2DD;8Exp@deltagh0D, Exp@betagh0D + 3*Exp@ksigh0D�Exp@lambdagh0D, Exp@ksigh0D,
Exp@lambdagh0D, Exp@sigmagh0D, Exp@alfa0D, Exp@ksi0D�10000, Exp@phi0D<
80.00758337, 1.18068, 0.00190099, 167.573, 0.450006, 0.34115, 0.000606807, 0.991956<
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G Portfolio Weight Corretion and Mean ExessFuntion
Clear@portD; porttemp = Transpose@8Import@"assabloy.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,

Import@"atlascopco.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"electrolux.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"ericsson.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD, Import@"gunnebo.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"kinnevik.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD, Import@"lindex.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"nobelbiocare.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"nokia.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD, Import@"sandvik.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"sebc.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD, Import@"shbb.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"skf.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD, Import@"ssab.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD,
Import@"volvo.txt", "Table"D@@All, 2DD<D;

Clear@nyportD; For@nyport = 8<; i = 1, i £ Length@porttempD, i++, AppendTo@nyport,H1�15*Total@porttemp@@i, AllDDDL�H1�15*Total@porttemp@@1, AllDDDLDD
port = porttemp;

vikt = Table@H1^iL�15, 8i, 15<D; Clear@posD;
For@tot = 8<; i = 1, i £ 521, i++, 8AppendTo@tot, Sum@vikt@@jDD*port@@i, jDD, 8j, 1, 15<DD;

minj = vikt@@1DD*port@@i, 1DD; For@rest = 0; j = 1, j £ 15, j++,8If@vikt@@jDD*port@@i, jDD < minj, 8minj = vikt@@jDD*port@@i, jDD; pos = j<D;
If@vikt@@jDD*port@@i, jDD > 0.1*tot@@iDD,8rest = vikt@@jDD*port@@i, jDD - 0.1*tot@@iDD;
vikt@@jDD = Hvikt@@jDD*port@@i, jDD - restL�port@@i, jDD<D<D;

If@rest ¹ 0, vikt@@posDD = Hrest + vikt@@posDD*port@@i, posDDL�port@@i, posDDD<D
vikt
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logport = Sort@logportD;
Clear@mefD; For@mef = 8<; i = 1, i < Length@logportD, i++, 8AppendTo@mef,

Sum@logport@@jDD - logport@@iDD, 8j, i + 1, Length@logportD<D�HLength@logportD - iLD<D
templogport = logport@@Range@1, 519DDD;
Clear@nymefD; For@nymef = 8<; i = 1, i £ Length@templogportD,
i++, AppendTo@nymef, 8templogport@@iDD, mef@@iDD<DD;
ListPlot@nymefD
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H Portfolio Parameter Estimation
�� logoport contains the log - returns evaluated before

In[12]:= logport = Sort@logportD;
cutoff = 0.02;

cutoff = 0.02; For@data = 8<; i = 1, i £ Length@logportD,
i++, If@logport@@iDD ³ cutoff, AppendTo@data, logport@@iDDDDD;
data = Sort@dataD; nydata = data; PrependTo@nydata, cutoffD; lt = Length@dataD
61

Clear@FempD; Femp@dat_, x_D := Sum@If@dat@@iDD £ x, 1, 0D, 8i, 1, lt<D�lt;
Clear@FparetoD; Fpareto@x_, ksi_, sigma_D := 1 - H1 + ksi*Hx - cutoffL�HsigmaLL^H-1�ksiL;
D@Fpareto@x, ksi, sigmaD, xD
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Clear@ftest1D; ftest1@x_, delta_, beta_, ksi_, lambda_, sigma_D :=Hdelta^2 + ksi*Hx�sigmaL^HbetaLL^H-lambda�ksiL;
ftest1@x - cutoff, 1, 1, ksi, ksi + 1, sigmaD
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Clear@maxpardistanceD;
maxpardistance@ksi_, sigma_D := Max@Table@Max@Abs@Fpareto@data@@iDD, ksi, sigmaD - i�ltD,

Abs@Fpareto@data@@iDD, ksi, sigmaD - Hi - 1L�ltDD, 8i, 1, lt<DD
Clear@ksi, sigmaD;
NMinimize@8maxpardistance@ksi, sigmaD, ksi > 0, sigma > 0<, 8ksi, sigma<D
80.0459453, 8ksi ® 0.124135, sigma ® 0.00927758<<
$RecursionLimit = $IterationLimit = Infinity; Clear@ghD;
gh@x_, lambda_, alfa_, beta_, delta_, my_D :=
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Unset@maxposdist@lambda_?NumberQ, alfa_?NumberQ,
beta_?NumberQ, delta_?NumberQ, my_?NumberQDD; Clear@maxposdistD;

maxposdist@lambda_?NumberQ, alfa_?NumberQ, beta_?NumberQ,
delta_?NumberQ, my_?NumberQD :=8coeff = NIntegrate@gh@x, lambda, alfa, beta, delta, myD, 8x, cutoff, 10<D,
For@vector = 8<; int = 0; i = 1, i £ lt, i++, int = int + NIntegrate@

gh@x, lambda, alfa, beta, delta, myD, 8x, nydata@@iDD, nydata@@i + 1DD<D�coeff;
AppendTo@vector, intDD, nymax = Max@8Max@Abs@vector - Table@Hi - 1L�lt, 8i, 1, lt<DDD,
Max@Abs@vector - Table@i�lt, 8i, 1, lt<DDD<D, nymax<@@4DD

NMinimize@8maxposdist@lambda, alfa, beta, delta, myD, delta > 0, alfa > Abs@betaD<,8lambda, alfa, beta, delta, my<D
80.0460008,
8alfa ® 2.69949, beta ® -0.857383, delta ® 0.0186723, lambda ® -4.1948, my ® -0.0545497<<
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